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a b s t r a c t

The durability of polymer exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells, under a wide range of operational
conditions, has been attracting intensive attention, as durability is one of the largest barriers for com-
mercialization of this promising technology. In the present work, membrane electrode assembly (MEA)
degradation of a four-cell stack with Nafion membranes of different thicknesses, including N117, N115,
NR212, and NR211, was carried out for 1000 h under idle conditions. By means of several on-line electro-
eywords:
roton exchange membrane fuel cell
tack
n situ
urability

dle conditions
egradation

chemical measurements, the performance of the individual cells was analyzed at different times during
the degradation process. The results indicate that the cells with thinner membranes have a lower open
circuit voltage (OCV) due to the higher fuel crossover. Before degradation, the thickness of the membranes
correlates with performance of the cell. However, with the advancement of degradation, the performance
of cells with thinner membranes degraded much faster than those with thicker membranes, especially
after 800 h of operation. The fast performance degradation for thinner membranes is evident by a dramatic

sove
increase in hydrogen cros

. Introduction

The durability of proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells
s one of the biggest challenges and barriers for commercializing
his promising technology. As a result, numerous research activi-
ies have investigated the failure modes of degradation in order to
educe the wide gap that exists between the ideal and the state-of-
he-art lifetimes of PEM fuel cells. Only a relatively small number
f studies have investigated degradation across real PEM fuel cell
ifetimes due to high costs and prolonged testing periods required.
owever, various ex situ accelerated tests have been proposed
nd implemented to explore degradation mechanisms of individual
omponents in PEM fuel cells.

To reduce the experimental time required, different undesirable

perating conditions have been utilized as the in situ accelerated
tressors, such as load cycling [1,2], start–stop cycles [3], low rel-
tive humidity (RH) [4,5] or RH cycling [6], freeze–thaw cycles
7] as well as fuel [8,9] or air starvation [10]. Open circuit (OC)
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operation has also been recognized as an effective stressor for accel-
erated testing and the accelerated effects of OC operation on the
degradation of PEM fuel cell components, including the PEM and
catalyst layers, have been investigated [11–15]. The increased gas
crossover due to zero reactant consumption under OC conditions
was believed to be the major reason for the high degradation rate
of the membrane [16]. Similar to the zero electric load condition
of OC operation, another effective stressor is close to OC opera-
tion, which utilizes so called idle conditions with a very low current
density running on the cell. In practice, the degradation of fuel cell
components under OC or idle conditions is one of the most crucial
deterrents that affect a fuel cell’s durability, especially for automo-
tive fuel cell systems [17], because these two circumstances occur
frequently over the entire lifetime of a PEM fuel cell. For example,
the idle time may amount to several thousand hours over the entire
lifetime of the fuel cell [18].

While investigating the degradation of different components,
accelerated stress tests have shown that membrane degradation is
one of the major failure modes of a PEM fuel cell. Various accel-

erated testing for membrane degradation has been conducted: for
example, Fenton’s test, using a H2O2 solution containing a trace
amount of Fe2+, has been commonly employed as an ex situ method
to analyze the chemical degradation of membranes [19,20]. The
stress–strain test [21] and relative humidity (RH) cycling [6] have

ghts reserved.
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Table 1
Properties of Nafion® PFSA membranes.

Membrane type Typical thickness (�m) Basis weight (gm−2)

NR211 25.4 50
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NR212 50.8 100
N115 127 250
N117 183 360

een selected as accelerated means for understanding the mechan-
cal degradation of membranes. Other conditions such as load
ycling [22,23], and subzero storage, start-up and operation [24,25],
hich relate to frequent and/or severe humidity condition changes,
ere also addressed as accelerated stressors in membrane degra-
ation research. Although there has been extensive research into
embrane degradation, further understanding is still needed.
Previously, we looked at performance degradation of a single

ell under open circuit voltage (OCV) [15] and a six-cell stack under
dle conditions [26]. In this study, we will report our preliminary
esults of a four-cell stack degradation using Nafion membranes
f different thicknesses, including N117, N115, NR212, and NR211.
his four-cell stack, with a 50 cm2 active area, was tested on an
rbin 500W Fuel Cell Test Station under idle conditions. The cell
erformance and electrochemical characteristics were measured
round every 200 h of operation. The electrochemical diagnostic
ools used in this experiment included OCV, polarization curve (IV),
lectrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and linear sweep
oltammetry (LSV). Ex situ measurements, including SEM, IR imag-
ng, gas permeability, exhaust species detection, FTIR, and XPS,
efore and after degradation will be discussed in a separate paper.

. Experimental

.1. Fuel cell materials and testing apparatus

The fuel cell tested was a four-cell stack with an active area of
0 cm2. The materials used were Ion Power customized catalyst
oated membranes (CCMs) (N117, N115, NR212, and NR211) with
Pt catalyst loading of 0.3 mg cm−2 supported on carbon on both

ides and SGL gas diffusion layers (GDLs). The major properties of
hese membranes are listed in Table 1.

After assembling the MEAs in the four-cell stack, the stack was
onnected to the gas supplies of a 500W Arbin Test Station. In the
tack the cells were named as Cell 1 (with N117 CCM), Cell 2 (with
115 CCM), Cell 3 (with NR212 CCM), and Cell 4 (with NR211 CCM)

rom the bottom to the top. Before activating the stack by load
ycling, the stack was checked for leaking. For the activation pro-
ess, each cycle consisted of a constant voltage at 1.6 V for 5 min,
nd a constant current at 7.5 A for 5 min. The cycle was repeated
or 24 h.

After activation and before the membrane degradation test
nder idle conditions, the baseline performance data were mea-
ured. During the degradation test, the four-cell stack was operated
t a constant current of 0.5 A (10 mA cm−2). The fuel cell stack
emperature was kept at 70 ◦C and air and hydrogen were fully
umidified prior to their delivery into the fuel cell. The flow rates

or air and hydrogen were set at 1.0 and 2.0 standard litres per
inute (slpm), respectively.

.2. In situ electrochemical measurements
Before and after every 200 h of operation under idle condi-
ions, OCV, IV, EIS, and LSV were conducted to determine the
erformance, the fuel cell internal resistance, and the hydrogen
rossover rate. For impedance measurements, a Solartron SI-1260
mpedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer was used in combination with
Fig. 1. Voltage degradation trends for individual cells under idle conditions for
1000 h (operating conditions: flow rate H2/air = 1/2 slpm, cell temperature 70 ◦C and
fully humidified on both sides).

the Solartron SI-1287 Electrochemical Interface. For hydrogen
crossover measurements, only the Solartron SI-1287 Electrochem-
ical Interface was used.

During the polarization curve measurement, the stack was oper-
ated at 70 ◦C and fully humidified air and hydrogen were supplied
to the stack at stoichiometries of 2.5 and 1.5, respectively. When
the LSV and EIS measurements were performed, the testing stack
was also kept at 70 ◦C and hydrogen and nitrogen were introduced
to the anode and cathode at constant flow rates of 1.0 and 2.0 slpm,
respectively. For the LSV measurement, the potential of the cath-
ode was linearly swept from 0.05 to 0.5 V against the anode at a
rate of 5 mV s−1. The EIS measurement was carried out at the open
circuit potential. A small alternating voltage perturbation (10 mV)
was imposed on the cell over a frequency range from 10 kHz to
0.03 Hz.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Degradation curves

Fig. 1 shows the voltage degradation curves of each individ-
ual cell of the stack up to 1000 h under idle conditions (0.5 A or
10 mA cm−2). A decreasing trend of voltage can be observed. During
the 1000 h of degradation, the operation of the stack was stopped
to carry out electrochemical measurements of OCV, IV, EIS, and LSV
about every 200 h of operation. Two accidental shutdowns of the
station occurred due to a computer update at about 500 h, and an
air compressor shutdown at around 900 h. As can be seen in Fig. 1,
from 600 to 800 h Cell 4, with the NR211 membrane, degrades
significantly whereas other cells do not have drastic degradation;
from 800 to 1000 h, both Cell 4 and Cell 3 (with the NR212 mem-
brane) degrade dramatically while Cell 1 and Cell 2 still retain a
slight degradation rate. From these results we believe that: (1)
significant degradation occurred for Cell 4 during 600–800 h; (2)
devastating degradation for Cell 4 and significant degradation for
Cell 3 occurred during 800–1000 h. The reason for these degrada-
tions may be the membrane failure after the long-term operation,
which will be examined later by other results in this work. Also,
from this degradation trend we can see that for all the MEAs with
membranes of different thicknesses, the voltage degradation is par-
tially recoverable after an interruption. This is in agreement with
our previous degradation tests under idle conditions [26] and OC
operation [15].

The individual cell degradation rate under this accelerated stres-
sor is listed in Table 2. At different stages, the cell degrades

with a different rate. For Cell 1 and Cell 2 with thicker mem-
branes, the degradation rate during the first 200 h was much higher
than those during the subsequent periods. This phenomenon was
also observed in our previous OCV experiment [15], and can be
explained by the size effect of the catalyst. At the beginning of
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Table 2
Degradation rate of individual cells with membranes of different thicknesses for each session.

Membrane type 0–200 h
mV h−1

200–400 h
mV h−1

400–600 h
mV h−1

600–800 h
mV h−1

800–1000 h
mV h−1

Average
mV h−1

.26

.21

.19

.25
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higher than 36A due to the high thickness of N117 membrane, lim-
iting the proton transfer through it. It can also be seen that before
N117 0.54 0.27 0
N115 0.53 0.21 0
NR212 0.65 0.20 0
NR211 0.64 0.21 0

egradation, the nano-scale catalyst particles are facile to grow
t a relatively high speed under these accelerated conditions. As
he degradation proceeds, the growth of the catalyst particle size
ecomes relatively stable. This particle size effect has also been
oticed in different potential oriented experiments [27,28]. For Cell
and Cell 4 with thinner membranes, the degradation rate also

ollows the same trend as thicker membranes for about 600 h. How-
ver, when the experiment further proceeds to the last few hundred
ours within this test, the degradation rates of Cell 3 and Cell 4

ncrease significantly, which implies the cells degrade severely.
pparently, the loss of catalyst surface area with concurrent gradual
erformance decrease is not the dominant failure mode in this time
omain. From Table 2, we also see that the average degradation rate
f each cell for the entire degradation process is much lower than
hose for each session, as the entire process was interrupted sev-
ral times, which partially recovered the potential loss. Obviously,
he degradation rates for different cells increase with decreas-
ng the membrane thickness. In addition, the degradation rates
>0.09 mV h−1) observed under idle conditions are much higher
han those under steady state operation (with a degradation rate
etween 2 and 10 �V h−1 [29]). This can be explained by the high
eactant concentration under idle conditions due to an extremely
mall operating current, resulting in a high reactant crossover, and
hen a high radical formation rate. The radicals produced are known
o be the major cause for the chemical/electrochemical degradation
f the membrane [30–32].

.2. Electrochemical characterization during degradation testing

.2.1. OCV
Fig. 2 shows the OCV degradation trend as a function of time.

imilar to the degradation trend of the idle potential in Fig. 1, we
an see: (1) at the very beginning and any testing times, the OCV
ecreases in the order of N117, N115, NR212, and NR211, due to
igher hydrogen crossovers for thinner membranes (NR212 and
R211); (2) for all the MEAs with membranes of different thick-
esses, the OCV degrades faster for the first 200 h; (3) after 200 h,

CVs for MEAs with thicker membranes (N117 and N115) do not
hange much due to unchanged hydrogen crossover; (4) dramatic
CV decay occurred for thinner membranes after 800 h of opera-

ion due to significantly increased membrane degradation. Similar
henomena were also observed for performance degradation using

ig. 2. OCV degradation trend for individual cells under idle conditions for 1000 h
f degradation.
0.28 0.27 0.09
0.25 0.22 0.09
0.19 0.45 0.18
0.25 0.64 0.26

polarization curves. These phenomena can be attributed to the
differing hydrogen crossover through membranes with different
thicknesses.

Zhang et al. [33] have calculated the deviation of theoretical and
measured OCVs. They believe that the OCV drop from the theoret-
ical value is a result of the mixed potential and H2 crossover. As
expected by the prediction, they also observed that a cell with a
thicker membrane would have a higher OCV due to a lower gas
crossover, which completely agrees with our results shown in Fig. 2.
More recently, Vilekar and Datta [34] built a model to predict the
effect of H2 permeation on OCV in PEM fuel cells. They found that
hydrogen crossover is a critical parameter for OCV drop. As a result,
they considered OCV as an important indicator that determines
the physical well being of the membrane during prolonged oper-
ation, and identifies any membrane degradation in the form of
membrane thinning or pinhole formation. In our case, we can con-
sider that after 800 h of operation under idle conditions, membrane
thinning or pinhole formation is being developed for the thinner
membranes, NR212 and NR211.

3.2.2. Polarization curve
Before and after each 200 h of operation under idle conditions,

polarization curves were measured to observe the performance
degradation for each MEA with membranes of different thicknesses.
Just as with OCV, we compared the performances of individual
cells before and after each 200 h of degradation. For the thicker
membranes, we can observe a marginal decrease in performance
between the baseline and 200 h of degradation, and very little
change after 200 h. This result agrees with what we have obtained
from OCV measurements shown in Fig. 2. Similar results can also be
observed for the NR212 cell and the NR211 cell within about 600 h,
but another marginal decrease after 800 h.

Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, only show the performances of dif-
ferent cells before and after 1000 h of degradation. As we can see
from these polarization curves, the current was not able to go
degradation, the thinner the membrane is, the better the cell per-
forms. However, after 1000 h of operation, cell performances of

Fig. 3. Baseline polarization curves for each cell with membranes of different thick-
nesses before degradation (operating conditions: stoichiometry of H2/air = 1.5/2.5
with a minimum flow rate of H2/air = 1/2 slpm, cell temperature 70 ◦C and fully
humidified on both sides).
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Fig. 4. Polarization curves for each cell with membranes of different thicknesses
after 1000 h of degradation (operating conditions: stoichiometry of H2/air = 1.5/2.5
w
h
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ith a minimum flow rate of H2/air = 1/2 slpm, cell temperature 70 ◦C and fully
umidified at both sides).

he thinner membranes drop significantly, indicating significant
omponent deterioration during these 1000 h of operation. This
erformance deduction will be further confirmed by the LSV mea-
urements below. Although performances for thinner membranes
t low currents or current densities drop dramatically, similarly to
CV, they are still higher than thicker membranes at high currents
r current densities due to the fast proton transfer through thinner
embranes. Also, we noticed that after 1000 h of operation, the per-
ormance of NR211 becomes lower than that of NR212, which could
e attributed to the higher hydrogen crossover through NR211.

ig. 5. (a) Comparison of hydrogen crossover through MEAs with membranes of
ifferent thicknesses before degradation and (b) comparison of hydrogen crossover
hrough the MEA with NR211 membrane before and after degradation.
Fig. 6. The effect of thickness on hydrogen crossover through membranes at differ-
ent times of degradation.

3.2.3. Hydrogen crossover
Before and after each 200 h of operation under idle conditions, a

LSV was scanned to observe hydrogen crossover for each cell with
different membranes. Fig. 5(a) compares the crossover limiting cur-
rent of the individual cells before degradation. We can see that
before degradation the thinner the membrane, the more hydrogen
crosses over, which explains the lower values of OCV for cells with
thinner membranes. Fig. 5(b) shows the LSV result for Cell 4 (with
NR211 membrane) before and after each degradation session. An
obvious crossover limiting current increase can be observed after
600 h of degradation. The hydrogen crossover is further developed
significantly during the subsequent degradation session and then
increases dramatically and exceeds the measurement limit of the
equipment after 1000 h of degradation. This measurement confirms
the dominant degradation mode switch from catalyst surface area
loss to membrane decay.

The effect of thickness on hydrogen crossover with degrada-
tion for each cell is plotted in Fig. 6. It can be seen that for thicker
membranes there is no significant change in hydrogen crossover
before and after degradation. However, hydrogen crossover jumps
significantly for NR212 after 1000 h of operation whereas for NR211
hydrogen crossover starts to increase after 600 h of operation, and
keeps increasing with degradation. This result, demonstrating a
faster performance degradation of thinner membranes, agrees very
well with the degradation curves shown in Fig. 1, and explains the
OCV degradation shown in Fig. 2, as well as performance degrada-
tion measured by polarization curves.
3.2.4. EIS
Utilizing the EIS curves before and after every 200 h of degrada-

tion, high frequency resistance (HFR) and low frequency resistance

Fig. 7. Comparison of HFR for cells with membranes of different thicknesses before
and after every 200 h of degradation.
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ig. 8. Comparison of LFR for cells with membranes of different thicknesses before
nd after every 200 h of degradation.

LFR) can be obtained by fitting the curves to a Randles electri-
al circuit. The results are plotted in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. At
he beginning of life, The HFR increases with thickness, as shown in
ig. 7. Also, for both thinner and thicker membranes, the HFR shows
n obvious increasing trend with degradation, as shown in Fig. 8.
his result is in good agreement with our previous results obtained
nder OCV and idle conditions [15,26], and could be explained
y the structural and interfacial changes in the membrane due
o the degradation under accelerated stressors. However, for the
ell with the thickest membrane (N117), we can observe a slight
ecrease in HFR during the first 200 h and then an increase during
he subsequent degradation sessions like the other cells. This might
e attributed to the insufficient humidification of the membrane,
esulting in a lower conductivity at the very beginning. Hence, at
he beginning of degradation, membrane resistance is dominated
y the humidity condition of the membrane. As degradation pro-
eeds, the membranes have been fully humidified, and the structure
hange in the membrane becomes crucial, leading to a HFR increase
ith degradation time.

As for LFR, it decreases with degradation for thinner membranes,
hereas for thicker membranes it decreases at the beginning of
egradation, then increases. As the EIS was measured at OCV, we
ave:

FR = RT

nFi0
(1)

here R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1), T is the
emperature (K), n is the electron transfer number in the rate-
etermining step for oxygen reduction reaction, and F is Faraday
onstant (96,485 C mol−1). Thus, this measured LFR is related to
he apparent exchange current density, i0 (A cm−2). Parameters
hat affect exchange current density include reaction type, catalyst,
emperature, and electrolyte (membrane). Here obviously, mem-
rane and catalyst are the two major stimuli for the measured LFR
ifference. As seen in Fig. 8, the thicker the membrane, the higher
he LFR and the lower the apparent exchange current density resis-
ance it has due to the higher crossover current though thinner

embranes.
For thinner membranes, as the hydrogen crossover and its lim-

ting current are much higher and increase with degradation, a
teady decreasing trend of LFR can be observed. This is explained
y a decrease in charge transfer resistance with current due to the

ncreased driving force [35]. For thicker membranes, the change

n hydrogen crossover before and after degradation is not obvi-
us. Therefore, catalyst degradation plays a key role in these cases.
ith the progress of catalyst degradation under idle conditions, the

inetics of the ORR decreases, resulting in an increased LFR. The LFR
ecrease during the first 200 h of degradation might be due to the

[

[

ources 195 (2010) 7594–7599

inadequate activation of the cells with thicker membranes during
the conditioning process.

4. Conclusions

Using a four-cell stack with Nafion membranes of different
thicknesses, an accelerated stress test under idle conditions was
carried out. The results show that the open circuit voltage (OCV)
of the individual cells decreases with decreasing the membrane
thickness, and it decreases much faster for thinner membranes,
especially after 800 h of operation. Before degradation, the thin-
ner the membrane, the better the cell performs. However, with the
progress of degradation, the cells with thinner membranes degrade
much faster with an average degradation rate of approximately
0.18 mV h−1 for NR212 and 0.26 mV h−1 for NR211, especially after
800 h, while cells with thicker membranes retain a slight degrada-
tion rate throughout the test with an average degradation rate of
approximately 0.09 mV h−1. The results indicate that it is the mem-
brane degradation that accounts for the major source of the entire
cell performance degradation under idle conditions. The main rea-
son for the drastic performance decay that occurred after 800 h for
thinner membranes is the dramatic increase in hydrogen crossover,
while the moderate degradation for the first 800 h may result from
the dominance of different degradation mechanisms, e.g., catalyst
decay. Further post-analyses of the degraded MEA samples are cur-
rently being conducted to better understand the failure modes of
this degradation.
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